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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this article is to study the 
different relations on religion and science which 
consist of conflict, separation, and dialogue.  It is 
important to explore the different relations because 
we will study the limitations or problems of each 
relation which has been an impact on our perception 
toward religion and science. 

Whitehead’s process philosophical concept, 
feature, importance, and especially an actual entity on 
event is the major concern of this study in order to 
understand the integration thought of Whitehead. It 
also investigates Whitehead’s view on religion, 
science, and religion and science through the process 
of philosophical thought.  The main concept of White- 
head inspires me to search for religion and science 
relation as integration.  Whitehead views the nature of 
reality as an event, an occasion, and an activity of 
human experience.  The integrating relation comes 
from the attempts to view religion and science as an 
actual entity in activity or event of human experience 
and to view the relatedness process of becoming as 
fundamental nature of every event. 

This article provides a defense of Whitehead’s 
view on religion and science relation as integration.  
It is an argument against religion and science relation 
as conflict, separation, and dialogue.  It also provides 
the contribution of religion and science relation as 
integration in wholeness for our society from this 
study.  It also concludes the possibility of religion 
and science integration which will shape our per- 
spective on any kinds of relation.  It summaries the 
meaning and value of this study and provide some 
suggestions for further study.  
 

บทคัดยอ 
วัตถุประสงคของบทความนี้เพื่อศึกษาถึงความสัมพันธ

ของศาสนาและวิทยาศาสตร ซึ่งประกอบดวยความสัมพันธ
เชิงขัดแยง เชิงแบงแยก และเชิงความเกี่ยวของภายนอก สิ่ง
สําคัญที่ตองสํารวจถึงความแตกตางของความสัมพันธนี้ เพื่อ
จะศึกษาขอจํากัดและปญหาของความสัมพันธแตละประเภท
ที่มีผลกระทบตอความเขาใจของมนุษยเราตอศาสนาและ
วิทยาศาสตร 

หลักการและสาระสําคัญในปรัชญากระบวนทัศนของ
ไวทเฮด โดยเฉพาะอยางยิ่งสิ่งที่ดํารงอยูของเหตุการณเปน

เนื้อหาหลักที่จะทําใหเขาใจความคิดในเชิงบูรณาการของ
ไวดเฮด การสืบสาวถึงทรรศนะของไวดเฮดในเรื่องศาสนา 
วิทยาศาสตร และศาสนากับวิทยาศาสตรผานปรัชญา กระ 
บวนทัศนนี้ไดช้ีแนะใหผูเขียนคนหาถึงความสัมพันธของ
ศาสนาและวิทยาศาสตรในเชิงบูรณาการ ไวดเฮดมีทรรศนะ
ตอธรรมชาติของความเปนจริงในลักษณะของกรณีเหตุ 
การณและกิจกรรมที่เปนประสบการณของมนุษย ดังนั้น
ความสัมพันธในเชิงบูรณาการเกิดจากการมองศาสนาและ
วิทยาศาสตรในแงที่เปนกรณี เหตุการณที่เปนกิจกรรมของ
มนุษยและมีกระบวนการของการเกี่ยวของในการเกิดขึ้นของ
เหตุการณตางๆ เปนธรรมชาติพ้ืนฐานของทุกๆ เหตุการณ 

บทความนี้ไดนําเสนอถึงทรรศนะของไวดเฮดตอความ 
สัมพันธของศาสนาและวิทยาศาสตรในเชิงบูรณาการ เปน
การโตแยงความสัมพันธในเชิงขัดแยง แบงแยก และเกี่ยว 
ของภายนอก บทความนี้แสดงใหเห็นถึงธรรมชาติของ 
ความเปนจริงในลักษณะองครวมที่มีอยูในสังคมมนุษย 
ความสัมพันธเชิงบูรณาการทําใหเราสามารถเขาใจในทุกๆ 
ลักษณะของความสัมพันธที่ตองเกี่ยวของกัน ซึ่งจะนําไปสู
ความหมายและคุณคาในอนาคต 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Turning to the relationship between religion and 
science, there has been a definite thought still fragile 
and provisional, movement towards a new and more 
nuanced interchange.  We have begun to talk to one 
another on deeper levels than before, and with greater 
openness towards one another’s perspectives.  We 
have begun to search together for a more thorough 
understanding of one another’s disciplines, with their 
competencies and their limitations, and especially for 
areas of common ground.  In doing so we have 
uncovered important questions which concern both of 
us, and which are vital to the larger human com- 
munity we both serve. (Russell, Stoeger, & Coyne, 
1988, p. 8) 

 
The above statement expresses the significance 

of emerging relationship between religion and 
science and seems to raise many issues due to an  
 



 

increase in the requirement of interaction between 
religion and science.  This work intends to study how 
religion and science relation as integration through 
the concept of Whitehead’s process philosophy and 
to present a new possibility of relation in terms of the 
value of harmony and responsibility, rather than the 
value of material economic well-being and wealth.   
It will also study some specific and practical exam-
ples of the integration based on the process philo-
sophical concept. 

Along the history of knowledge, we have been 
searching for understanding the nature of reality 
around us.  We realize that we are not alone in the 
whole universe.  We always wonder that the nature of 
reality surrounding us seem to be interesting and 
challenging.  There are many questions about the 
nature of reality such as phenomenal disasters, the 
nature of living and non-living things.  The appropriate 
understanding about the nature of reality is one of     
the most important contexts.  This context cannot be 
discovered without analyzing and criticizing carefully.  
Historically, our understanding of the nature of reality 
has changed the contexts depending on times and 
places.  Man has described and has explained the 
nature of reality in various ways of activities.  The 
relation activities from the traditional relations to a 
new possibility of relation is raised into question.       
In what way can human understand the nature of 
reality in this century? 

Traditional views on the nature of reality has 
influenced our way of thinking, interacting, shaping 
our activities in society and is the source of our 
reflection and consideration.  A theologian who con- 
siders the mystic in nature of reality presents his 
consideration in the way of how he interprets.  What 
we perceive and how we response, or the way of 
acting and understanding, are concerned with our life 
time.  There is no perfect solution but we can learn 
and reach our new vision by learning from the past, 
understanding our present and preparing for the 
future.   

The relation between religion and science will be 
more meaningful if we can see the same nature, as  
well as the same event of human experience in both 
religious and scientific activities.  This relation should 
be the period of integration of spirituality and physics.  
Religion and science have been growing together      
for a long period of time.  This kind of relation should 
create a prosperous opportunity, not to replace or 
control each other.  William P. Alston stated:  

 
Some have attacked scientific theories for being 

inconsistent with religious doctrine; some have 
assaulted religion for being out of step with the 
advance of science; and some have tried to reconcile 
in one way or another the warring parties.  This 
debate does not take such a noise in the world today 
as they did, but the discussion continues, and will 
continue so long as both science and religion 
continue to develop and so long as our philosophical 

understanding of the nature of each continues to 
grow. (Alston, 1963, p. 493) 
 

Roger S. Jones mentioned, “We were all poets  
and the world was our metaphor.” (Jones, 1990, p. 3)  
Metaphor in our context seems to be like a relation 
where many kinds of relation like metaphysics, phy- 
sics, religion, science and others can grow together.   
In this relation, there is always a place for any kind of 
relation to integrate and any kind of relation can 
overlap, where we can learn the intrinsic and extrinsic 
harmony among the diversity.  In terms of relation, we 
cannot really understand the kind of relation if we try 
to separate each party from each other.  On the other 
hand, we have to understand the whole picture of 
relation and cannot overlook the relatedness of all 
parties.  

Alfred N. Whitehead is the one to whom we 
should listen in order to discover the way to accom- 
plish our mission.  Whitehead is the person who has 
presented “process philosophy”.  By this concept of 
philosophy, we should examine our thinking for the 
harmonious understanding among things, events, 
occasions, activities.  If this concept can be proved 
successfully, we will understand Whitehead’s concept 
when he said:  

 
The difficulty in approaching the question of the 

relations between Religion and Science is that its 
elucidation requires that we have in our minds some 
clear idea of what we mean by either of the terms, 
‘religion’ and ‘science.’  Also I wish to speak in the 
most general way possible, and to keep in the 
background any comparison of particular creeds, 
scientific or religious.  We have got to understand the 
type of connection which exists between the two 
spheres, and then to draw some definite conclusions 
respecting the existing situation which at present 
confronts the world. (Whitehead, 1967, p. 181)   

 
Religion and science have inter-played between 

them. Generally, people understand that religion look 
to the works of science to see the ideas about matter 
of philosophical and theological significance, and 
science look to the religious works to see what is left 
to answer and what images impress in the mind of 
humanity.  Science adopts these images for the utility 
of creating interest in their experiment, but in doing 
so they seek into images of religious importance. 
Sometimes their discoveries oppose the religion, but 
they also propose and answer deeper questions.  

These relations between the religious activities 
and scientific activities should not be allowed to 
understand the differently.  Both religion and science 
remain alternative activities or events in creating the 
imagination towards the mystery of the spirit.  More 
importantly, an understanding of the relationship 
remains controversial in the society.  Both require 
imagination and curiosity on one hand and concept and 
system on the other.  



 

The interaction activities among religious belief, 
experimental observation, and scientific theory that 
shape our understanding and apprehending of the 
world have been considered as human experience. 
What we have learnt is an understanding, approached 
the complexity of intrinsic and extrinsic relation be- 
tween religion and science.  This has given us new 
incentive to the question about the process of the  
relatedness between them.  How and what do we 
understand about religious event and scientific event? 
How and what do we understand about religion and 
science toward us?  How and what do we understand 
about events around us?  The objectives of this work 
are to explore how religion and science integrate and 
how deep the relation penetrates into the details of 
understanding.  All of these questions are explored 
from a perspective that integrates historical and 
philosophical studies.  

From the above background and significance of 
the study, the traditional way looks at religion and 
science in terms of conflict, separation and dialogue.  
They are not sufficient for our wondering.  This 
article’s claim is that “Religion and Science Integra- 
tion Based on Whitehead’s Process Philosophy” is 
essential and can help us to find an alternative 
possibility in reducing problems in relatedness.   

As conflict, separation, and dialogue, religion and 
science relation show me an interesting point which   
is impacted from a different perspective.  It seems to 
be that Conflict, Separation and Dialogue is still stuck 
with the concept of reality in the middle period of 
history; substance model.  They viewed the reality 
through the influence from Greek antiquity in the 
medieval period which was based on some works of 
Plato and Aristotle from Greek to Latin.  We cannot 
deny that Greek texts were translated and employed by 
some medieval thinkers.  “The scale of perfection sym- 
bolized in the geocentric astronomical scheme fitted 
happily with religious hierarchy based on the Ladder 
of Nature” (Toulmin & Goodfield, 1965, p. 67).   

The different relations between religion and 
science started from the early Greek period, obviously, 
religion and science go hand in hand through the 
philosophical study.  There is a rational inquiry of 
understanding and of structure in both, religion and 
science, as well.  Religion and science have inter- 
played between them.  The religion has tried to look 
into the works of science to see the ideas of both non-
religious and religious beliefs about the matters of 
philosophical and religious significance, meanwhile 
science has attempted to look into the religion to see 
what is left to answer and what images strike at the 
heart of humanity.  

Science adopts these images for the utility of 
creating interest in their realm, but in doing that they 
search for information into themes of religious 
importance. Sometimes their discoveries offend the 
religion, but they also propose.  Sometimes they 
answer deeper questions.  The difference between 
religion and science may not be significant since there  
 

are some changes among the scientists.  They become 
to realize their own limitation and start searching for 
knowledge from other sources such as religion to 
overcome their weakness. 

 
Different Relations on Religion and Science 

The objective of this part is to appreciate the 
significance of the religion and science discussion 
about the relation of different views: Conflict, Separa- 
tion, and Dialogue that are complicated and varied.  
Conflict performs commitment to the Biblical scrip-
ture interpretation and material or physical principle.  
According with conflict, it seems that we cannot deny 
the conflict between religion and science.  This rela- 
tion has been most widely held among those who 
extremely believed in each area. Failure to recognize 
this traditional relation might make the conflict seem 
to disappear but in fact, it remains.  Simplicity, religion 
and science are inspired by the imagination from 
creative thinking and curiosity as the end of its own 
object.  Each claims to practice for religious worship 
or religious observation and scientific experiment as a 
means of its own subject.  Then, religion and science 
are appealed in the position to replace and control one 
another in aspect of its own means and ends as well 
(Barbour, 2000, pp. 10-17, 42-47).  

Separation performs commitment to proportional 
empirical principle and fundamental problem of uni-
verse in contrasting methods, presuppositions and 
limited theories, differing language of discourse.  
Religion perceives revelation of supernatural power 
for religious understanding and explanation without 
experimental observation.  Modern science, mean-
while, considers a matter of fact in explanation without 
religious ground view of the other being and divine 
activity.  Some scientists hold that scientific realm   
has no room for religious realm and vice versa.  There 
is the different category of thought between religious 
spirituality and scientific matters which are always 
disconnected from each other and nothing concerns 
(Barbour, 2000, pp. 17-22, 47-52).  

Dialogue performed possibility about methodo- 
logical parallels natural religious spirituality and 
scientific empirical observation.  Value theorists hold 
that there are two actualities: one is physical and one  
is mental as dualism.  This dualism expresses the ex- 
ternal relation between religious spirituality and 
scientific experiment.  Logical Positivists, meanwhile, 
try to eliminate reality as meaningless by placing      
the standard of verifiability and solving the issues in    
a formal language.  If any issues cannot be explained 
logical thinking system, they are meaningless in 
verification.  Then there is only external relation be- 
tween religion and science without internal relation 
because it cannot be proved logically (Barbour, 2000, 
pp. 23-27, 52-56).  In fact, there is a reason behind  
this relation.  This relation tries to maintain each own 
standard and authority in society.  There is a reluc-
tance and unwillingness that if each realm is combined  
 



 

or integrated together as wholeness, each realm will  
be eclipsed and reduced its roles and authorities.  This 
is a misunderstanding of this kind of relation.  

Instead of being limited by conflict, separation 
and dialogue, we should explore that religion and 
science are basically concerned with this relation, 
finding serious response from those who find 
integration identity and hope for the future that it 
should be taken into consideration.  In the next part, I 
will study Whitehead’s process philosophy and his 
view on religion and science which is the main 
purpose in this work.  It could encourage us to con-
struct a new possibility of religion and science 
relation and to explore the way for solving the 
problems in the limitation of conflict, separation, and 
dialogue for the better position. 

 
Whitehead on Religion and Science  

Religion and science relation as conflict, separa- 
tion, and dialogue shows that this relation cannot 
really bring a kind of harmonious relation.  We could 
also lose an opportunity to learn the other side of the 
different opinion, if we just overlook or ignore it.  No 
one can refuse that conflict, separation, or dialogue 
between religion and science on details where they 
overlap can happen.  But do religion and science 
necessarily contradict each other?  The answer to this 
question is probably ‘no’. 

 
If it were not for the conflict of opposites,  
if it were not for the separation of independence,  
if it were not for the dialogue of external relation,  

 
there would be no alternations of newness and 

oldness, goodness and badness, abstract and con-
crete, even religion and science.  As conflict, separa- 
tion, or dialogue relation does not interfere with 
relation, but rather is a precondition of relatedness 
process. 

Religion and science are like food and beverage 
that have different methods and language.  The 
scientists ask what concepts will fit and explain the 
facts.  “Science explains facts by such ideas as ‘matter,’ 
‘law,’ and ‘experience’ or ‘observation.’(Hartshorne, 
1971, p. 31)  Religion, meanwhile, is the way of life as  
a practical matter.  I. A. Richards sees ‘religion has per- 
formed another function different from science’ that: 

 
Religion has given to life emotional coherence 

and organization of feelings.  It performed this func- 
tion because the magical vocably altered that view of 
the universe and, consequently, stripped away the  
basis for emotional coherence.  Religious knowledge 
is, for Richards, composed of pseudo-statement; if we 
are to supply man with emotional coherence, we must 
supply him with pseudo-statements that do not run 
afoul of scientific credibility.” (Needleman, Bierman 
and Gould, 1997, p. 59) 
 

Whitehead also views religion as “the art and 
theory of the internal life of man, so far as it depends 

on the man himself, and on what is permanent in      
the nature of things”.  (Whitehead, 1926, p. 58)  The 
relatedness process of becoming is one of the major 
concepts concerning with Whitehead’s process 
philosophy. Ford says that “Whitehead’s theory of 
becoming places stresses upon his theory of sub- 
jectivity that substantialist alternatives could avoid.” 
(Ford, 2001, p. 107) 

My point is that it is interesting to explore his   
ideas in aspect of relatedness process of becoming.  
Religious and scientific event or occasion consists in 
actual entities interrelated to another entity.  Con- 
sequently, studies of Whitehead’s process philoso-    
phy critically focus on actual entities in an event.        
My purpose in this part is to support the study of the 
actual entity by involving with the relatedness process 
of religion and science relation as integration in 
wholeness.  There is the reason why it is interesting      
to investigate this idea in this way.  Religion and  
science relation as integration is a discussion on a 
variety of religious and scientific activities in society    
as an event of actual entities such as matter, spirit,  
mind, and body. Hartshorne defines that: 

 
Let us define the social as the appeal of life for life, 

of experience for experience.  It is “shared experience,” 
the echo of one experience in another.  Hence nothing 
can be social that is without experience.  The minimum 
of experience, let us further agree, is feeling.  Creatures 
are social if they feel, and feel in relation to each others’ 
feelings.  Can this be true, as the social philosophy 
holds, of all things? (Hartshorne, 1971, p. 34) 

 
The idea of society is important because it draws 

the concept of religious and scientific entities with 
normal experience of entities.  Societies are a parti- 
cular type of events or occasions.  Thus to under- 
stand how societies relate and integrate religion with 
science and vice verse as activity in society, we need 
to understand the concept of relatedness process of 
becoming, provided by events.  Another reason for 
understanding integration is that process thinking  
could allow us to understand activities on events of 
actual occasions.  In other words, the actual occasion 
is the type of event.  As we know that the relatedness 
process concerns with a single actual entity; however 
it is important to understand how this religious and 
scientific entity extends to larger events.  

 
Likewise when men try to separate some aspects 

of nature in their practical, technical work, a similar 
state of contradiction and disunity will develop.  The 
same sort of thing will happen to the individual when 
he tries to separate himself from society.  True unity 
in the individual and between man and nature, as well 
as between man and man, can arise only in a form of 
action that does not attempt to fragment the whole of 
reality. (Bohm, 1980, p. 16) 

 
What kind of religious and scientific entities are 

events?  There are two possible answers: one is the 



 

materialists’ view; another is the process thinking 
view.  For the materialists’ view, they presume that a 
method is not an entity; since events are simple 
methods in which entities can be together, they are 
themselves not entities.  Shortly, events are not entities 
for materialists in aspect of physical substantial 
actuality.  Materialists and Reductionists reduce the 
whole into small parts.  Through this idea, a whole 
thing is perceived as its parts. Everything   that exists 
is made from a small number of substantial actuality.  
Briggs and Peat describe the Reductionists view as: 

 
Essentially reductionism is a watchmaker’s view 

of nature.  A watch can be disassembled into its 
component cogs, levers, springs, and gears.  It can 
also be assembled from the parts.  Reductionism 
imagines nature as equally capable of being assem- 
bled and disassembled.  Reductionists thinks of the 
most complex system as made out of the atomic and 
subatomic equivalents of springs, cogs, and levers 
which have been combined by nature in countless 
ingenious ways.(Briggs & Peat, 1989, pp. 21-22) 

 
Materialists and Reductionists emphasize only 

emergent properties.  The system represents by 
presenting such event as reducible to independent 
individuals or atoms.  At the same time, things can be 
affected by other things that existence and position     
are only externally related to its own existence by 
chance interactions.  Individual things are essentially   
influenced by accidents or by chances.  The Material-
ists and Reductionists view of entity seems to be very 
different from the process thinking view of entity and 
the whole actuality looks like an aggregate of the parts.  

With material and reduction thought, the whole 
is what the parts are which we can understand the 
system of the universe by understanding the interac- 
tions of parts as a sum.  Everything that exists can   
be explained as the interactions of a small number of 
simple things or substantial actuality.  In contrast,  
the process thought believes that events are entities 
which consider a ‘sum’ as a ‘transition’.  Even though 
they are transition, they are still actual, they are really 
entities.  Based on the process thought, I argue with  
the materialists’ and reductionists’ view. 

To understand process thinking, I will illustrate 
religion and science relation as an integration as an 
example.  Religion and science are considered as actual 
entities and each one prehends one another according   
to Whitehead’s process philosophy.  Consequently, 
there is the event on religion and science relation that    
is composed by each one’s prehension of one another.  
In order to have an event of relation, each one must   
also prehend one another.  I think that Whitehead  
means as ‘prehension (feeling of understanding) of    
one another’.  This characteristic explains exactly how 
actual entities in an event are related with one another 
through prehension, a main objective of this kind of 
relation. 

However, the question could be arisen as: Is 
religion and science relation itself an entity?  Are 

there three different entities: religion, science, and 
religion and science relation?  Or, is the religion and 
science relation the method of togetherness of two 
entities: religion and science? Are there only two 
entities: religion and science? For exclusive idea 
could answer these questions that the key word to 
answer this question is ‘transition’.  Events are not 
entities as individual or independence but they are 
transitions.  The relatedness process refers to the 
relation of prehension.  An event is a transition of 
actual entities which this relation of prehension 
perceived.  The method of togetherness of actual 
entities in an event is this relation of prehension.  
Religion and science is a member of transition in 
terms of relation.  Science prehends religion, it follows 
that the transition is an event.  This transition is not   
a third entity including religion and science.  The 
transition of event is only a transition.   

But what is the meaning of transition?  Why are 
they not entities? From a dialogue in Douglas R. 
Hofstadter’s Godel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden 
Braid, Anteater says that “reductionism is the most 
natural thing in the world to grasp.  Simply, it is the 
belief that ‘a whole can be understood completely if 
you understand its parts, and the nature of their 
‘sum’.” (Hofstadter, 1979, p. 312)  Thus, reductionists 
could answer that the actual entities in an event are 
interacted by a relation of prehension.  

How are we understand this relation?  The pur- 
pose is that properties and relations are universals.  
Then the relation of prehension could be understood 
as a kind of abstract entity or universal.  Conflict, 
separation, and dialogue, therefore, could answer by 
reasoning that an event is a sum of actualities that are 
connected together by means of universality on the 
relation of prehension.  The method of togetherness 
of the actualities in an event is to be perceived in 
terms of the concept of universal.  There is a third 
entity in religion and science relation including 
religion and science as a universal concept. There is 
not the fourth entity, but is the event itself.  “The 
traditional essence, which is invariant during the 
activity of the substance, emerges from a bare 
possibility, to be determined in the course of con- 
crescence as the form of its satisfaction.” (Ford, 
2001, p. 108) 

Whitehead, however, mentions in the topic of 
universality and particulars that “prehensions and 
subjective forms are also ‘particulars’” (Whitehead, 
1979, p. 48).  How can the relation of prehension be a 
universality when prehensions are particular.  In fact, 
properties and relatedness are universal.  For exam- 
ple, there is the property of physical substantial being 
in an actual entity.  This property is universal.  Parti- 
cular actual entities are examples of the property.  
Similar to particular prehensions are examples of 
relation of prehension.  Therefore, conflict, separation, 
and dialogue explanation ignore this property and 
provide inadequate reasonable in guiding to harmo-
nious relation. 



 

For process thinking, the event itself is a parti-
cular entity.  Rather than simply physical substantial 
actuality, a transition of actual entities is interrelated 
by their feeling of one another, an event is a particular 
entity including other actual entities and their feelings.  
In other words, “simply being the passive recipient       
of the feelings, the subject is inserted right into the 
concrescence1 itself as a privileged conceptual feeling 
affecting all the others.  Thus we have both the subject 
in the making and the subject as made, reflecting      
the contrast between becoming and being.” (Ford, 
2001, p. 108)  From this property, religion and science 
relation includes five particulars; actual entity of 
religion, actual entity of science, science’s feeling      
of religion, one of religion’s prehension, and religion 
and science relation itself.  This relatedness process   
of becoming can be explained by Whitehead’s ex- 
planation that: 

 
Actual entities involve each other by reason of  

their prehensions of each other.  There are thus real 
individual facts of the togetherness of actual entities, 
which are real, individual, and particular, in the same 
sense in which actual entities and the prehensions are 
real, individual, and particular.  Any such particular   
fact of togetherness among actual entities is called a 
“nexus2” (plural form is written “nexus”).  The ultimate 
facts of immediate experience are actual entities, pre- 
hensions, and nexus. (Whitehead, 1979, p. 20) 
 

Then an event is not a multiplicity but it is an 
individual entity.  It is not a sum and an abstract  
entity.  It is actual and particular.  When actual entities 
are interrelated by feelings, the relation events are 
actual individual facts.  Actual entities are the “Final 
Realities” (Whitehead, 1979, p. 22). “They are brought 
about by activities individualized in acts (occasions of 
experience), which therefore are the actualities, the 
really real things of nature.” (Hughes, 1991, p. 278) 

Bixler says in his work of Whitehead’s philo- 
sophy of religion in the relation between religion and 
science that: 

1.  Sense data (science) and value data (religion) 
are dealt with by the same mode of thought. 

2.  Dogmatism means staying put instead of 
moving forward which is considered as direct rela- 
tion.  We should not think of a subject as engaged    
in an object but as incorporating in its own subjective 
aim that objects which present themselves in term    
of indirect relation. 

3.  World loyalty requires our own way of expres- 
sing our loyalties, and we must remember that others  
are like us in this respect. 

4.  Duty and Reverence is the purpose of reli- 
gions education.  Duty arises from our potential con- 
trol over the course of events.  Reverence is the 
foundation in perception that present hold within 
itself the complete sum of existence, backwards and 
forwards, that whole amplitude of time, which is 
eternity. 

5.  Religion is an essential experience of growth. 
(Bixler, 1991, pp. 506-508) 

 
It is significant that some common nature of 

religion and science is based on thoughts. Science 
mainly focuses on the understanding of whatever 
exists in the world whereas religion mainly focuses 
on the interpretation of existence.  This leads to the 
possibility that both religion and science spot on     
the understanding of human assumption, observa-
tion, imagination and inspiration including the 
element of human interpretation.  Eventually, religion 
could go further below its surface.  It looks at the 
fundamental of life and explains it through the 
complex critical processes in many different ways, 
meanwhile science also focuses on the interrelation 
which is realized and interpreted. 

Particularly, Hartshorne emphasizes the role of 
religion and science in society.  Event is a meaning- 
ful thought in action and should be spent in the 
background of societies to be formed.  The event of 
experience on religion and science would promote 
common integration.  Both participate and integrate 
to the event of actual entity.  Whitehead presents his 
inquiry to integrate religious and scientific entity on 
event among the sensibilities to nature.  Religion and 
Science relation integrate by this relatedness process 
of our perception toward entity. 

The different relation on religion and science as 
conflict, separation, and dialogue did not realize the 
deep but perhaps fragile relation, but now integration 
does.  One of leading process philosopher, Charles 
Birch has mentioned and has helped us understand 
the sense of integration that: 

 
The process view is that each actual entity from 

protons to people is occasions of experience which     
is the outcome of its own purpose.  As Charles 
Hartshorne says, “I believe that the most significant 
model we can have even of the simplest parts of the 
universe, say molecules, atoms, and particles, is that 
they are the simplest, most primitive cases of which 
our own natures illustrate in vastly more complex and 
highly evolved forms” (Birch, 1998, p. 290) 
 

As integration, the context of relatedness process 
and meaningful event is a very important value; in 
addition to the fact that the idea of actual entity is still 
an ideal to which the process thinking aspire.  Our 
society has expanded the sense of event.  As our 
integration has grown, we ought to have more beyond 
the physical sense of relation which dominated for   
so long.  For instance, science argued against reli-
gion and stated authority and claimed the value        
of knowledge through the models of traditional 
thinking; early Greek philosophy and modern period. 
We look forward to the realization that the relation 
between religion and science is one of internal 
dependences. 

 



 

In the social world, people’s rules and identities 
are often internally related, so what one person or 
institution is or can do, depends on their relation to 
others; thus what it is to be a tutor cannot be 
explained at the level of individuals but only in terms 
of their relation to students, and vice versa.  The 
powers which they can draw upon depend partly on 
their relations to one another, and to relevant parts of 
the context. (Sayer, 2000, p. 13)  
 

In fact religion and science relation as conflict, 
separation, and dialogue is not absolute; it means an 
absence of internal relative forms of social relation.   
We may have to leave the traditional relation of 
religion and science and open with an integration 
relation where there is an integral understanding.  We 
have to recall the spirited world of religion in the 
awareness of moral and ethics.  Instead of trying to 
control the nature of reality, we should learn from   
all aspects to live together even though nature 
sometimes makes sudden great misfortune such as 
earthquakes, floods, etc.  In the sight of science, 
scientific knowledge should not separate itself from 
others such as ethics, rightness, etc.  Hilary Putnum 
has mentioned in his work, Beyond the Fact/Value 
Dichotomy that “I claim, in short, that without values 
we would not have a world.  Instrumentalism, although 
it denies it, is itself a value system, albeit a sick one” 
(Tauber, 1997, p. 369).  David Bohm also argues to 
separate science from other values that: 

 
I want to emphasize this point.  Because we 

enfolded inseparably in the world, with no ultimate 
division between matter and consciousness, meaning 
and value are as much integral aspects of the world as 
they are of us.  If science is carried out with an 
amoral attitude, the world will ultimately respond to 
science in a destructive way.  Postmodern science 
must therefore overcome the separation between  
truth and virtue, value and fact, ethics and practical 
necessity.  To call for this nonseparation is, of course, 
to ask for a tremendous revolution in our whole 
attitude to knowledge. (Griffin ed., 1988, pp. 67-68)  

A concept of integration has necessitated our 
duties towards relation.  In sum, religious and scien-
tific entities on event come into the relatedness pro- 
cess, the transition of actual things, the event of those 
actual entities, comes into wholeness.  “When such 
harmony prevails, man can then not only have insight 
into the meaning of wholeness but, what is much 
more significant, he can realize the truth of this 
insight in every phase and aspect of his life” (Bohm, 
1980, p. 26).  Just as each actual entity is an entity 
that differs from the actual entities that compose it.  
Whitehead does not say exactly, but he implies that 
religion and science is a social event deriving by 
human activity.  Society is events.  They are events 
of actual entities that are ordered by means of 
universality.  Each actual entity in the society has      
a conceptual prehension which derives from its 
feelings of earlier actual entities in the society 
(Whitehead, 1979, p. 34). 

 

CONCLUSION 
Whitehead’s process philosophical view points 

out that different relation between religion and 
science; conflict, separation, and dialogue, could not 
accomplish the harmony in our world society and 
they are still facing the difficulties as I have dis- 
cussed on previous part.  Therefore, religion and 
science integration on process philosophical view  
can be helpful and meaningful alternative possibility 
relation for our world society.  This alternative 
philosophical possibility can reduce the conflict, fill 
the black of separation and integrate internal and 
external dialogue between religious and scientific 
perspectives.  Religion and science integration can 
create no more conflict and no more flight with 
appropriate relation, society can emerge into a true 
community.  So, this alternative possibility could en- 
courage us to break the wall and to go beyond the 
traditional thinking frontier.  It does not only cross 
the line but also fills the gap between religion and 
science with understanding as wholeness.  Then, 
religion and science integration can be pictured as: 
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What I have learnt from Whitehead’s process 
philosophy should probably be one of alternative 
possibilities, and by his process thought, it might not 
have any final solution.  Religion and science relation 
as integration must carry on with a new wonder.  
Whitehead also impresses me in understanding the 
nature of reality with his inspired word, “Philosophy 
begins in wonder. And, at the end, when philosophic 
thought has done its best, the wonder remains” 
(Whitehead, 1938, p. 168).  What we can hope and 
plan for ours, it depends on how and what we can 
understand and integrate everything around us 
consistently and harmoniously. 
 
ENDNOTE 

1Concrescence is a dipolar process involving an 
interplay between physical feelings and mental 
valuations (from Process and Reality on page 108) in 
which prehensions of early phases are contrasted in 
later phases. In short, it is the production of novel 
togetherness (from Process and Reality on page 21.) 

2Nexus is the collection of actual entities. 
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